
Building Product Information Sheet
Product name:

Product line (the product line from which the product is customised):

Product description and its intended use (measurements, materials, usage):

Product identifier (if applicable):

Place of manufacture:
  Aotearoa New Zealand   Overseas

Legal and trading name of the manufacturer(s):

Legal and trading name of the importer (if applicable):

Address for service:

STREET NAME SUBURB

CITY, COUNTRY POSTCODE

Website:

Email address:

Phone No. (if applicable):

NZBN (if applicable):

BRM 8582 03/23

CLASS 1
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Relevant Building Code clauses:

Statement on how the building product is expected to contribute to compliance:

• options for compliance set out in section 19 of the Act (regulations, acceptable solution, verification method)
• standard or technical document that describes the performance of the building product or the relevant specifications to which the building 

product was manufactured
• physical properties of the building product

• how the building product is intended to be used.
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Limitations on the use of the building product:

Design requirements that would support the use of the building product:

Installation requirements:
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Maintenance requirements:

Is the building product/building product line subject to warning or ban under section 26?:

 Yes   No

If yes, description of the warning or ban under section 26:

Date: D  D  M M  Y  Y
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	002: TERREAL BREEZE
	001: TERREAL TERRACOTTA CLADDING SYSTEM
	003: Terreal Terracotta is a clay tile rainscreen cladding system. The system is comprised of extruded clay tiles supported on clips, fixed back by aluminium rail & bracket system which, in turn, is fixed to the supporting structural wall. Suitable for use on new multi-level residential and commercial exterior facades> Breeze is attached by clips attached to T-shape aluminium profiles that fix into supporting brackets.  The Terreal Breeze tiles have a weight of 27.1 kg/m2. Tile Size 300 x 600 x 16mm.
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	010: WAIRAU PARK
	011: AUCKLAND 
	016: B1 STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE: CLAUSES B1.3.1, B1.3.2, B1.3.3 (a, e, f, h, j, q) - The BREEZE Terracotta Tile System, including its vertical rail system and stainless-steel clips, was tested for structural wind resistance as outlined in test report BEB1-B-4040-1. the system was able to withstand wind pressure of up to 7.0kPa without failure. With failure under negative pressure subsequently occurring at a negative pressure of -5.5 kPa. Residual deformation results show at +4.5 kPa a deformation of 3.0mm and at -2.0 kPa a deformation of 2.8mm which can be considered negligible. Oculus (Engineer Judgement 04/02/2021). Wind Resistance Test report BEB1-B-4040-1 refer to www.thebuildingagency.co.nz/all-products/terracotta-cladding-terreal/ B2 DURABILITY PERFORMANCE: CLAUSES B2.3.1 (b) - The manufacturer’s technical specification sets out that the BREEZE Terracotta Tile System and suspension rails are sufficiently durable to achieve compliance with B2 when installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s technical specification. The manufacturer offers a 15-year guarantee for replacement of any broken or defective tiles if they are installed and maintained according to their instructions. As defined in AS/NZS 2312, aluminium is sufficiently durable for 25 years (BREEZE Clips & Brackets) Fasteners should be made from stainless steel to prevent bi-metal corrosion between the aluminium support system and the fasteners. Oculus (Engineer Judgement 04/02/2021) C3 FIRE PERFORMANCE AFFECTING AREAS BEYOND THE FIRE SOURCE: CLAUSE C3.4(a), C3.7(a) - Engineers Judgement- The Piterak Slim BBA certificate states under section 7 “Behavior in relation to fire” that the tiles and aluminium support rails have an A1 reaction to fire classification in accordance with BS EN 13501-1:2007. MBIE guidance documents define an A1 or A2 classification per EN 13501-1:2007 as materials deemed to be of limited combustibility. Oculus (Engineer Judgement 12/04/2021) E2 EXTERNAL MOISTURE: PERFORMANCE CLAUSE: E2.3.2, E2.3, E2.3.5, E2.3.6, E2.3.7 - Engineers Judgement - BREEZE  Terracotta Tile System is intended to be used as part of a rain screen where the panels form the outermost water shedding layer. In the completed wall assembly, the weather resistant line is located at the back of the rainscreen cavity provided by a flexible building wrap and/or rigid air barrier. The cladding line is expected to deflect most of the water hitting the façade. Where water does penetrate the cladding line, the cavity between the cladding and structural wall is expected to prevent water being able to migrate further into the assembly and allow water to drain down to the base of the cladding or mid floor joints where flashings direct the water out back through the cladding line. These openings at each level encourage ventilation which aid drying of any residual water in the cavity and drying of the structural wall should these other weather tightness measures fail. A weather resistant barrier installed at the back of the rainscreen cavity is recommended to prevent any water reaching the back of the cavity migrating further into the assembly. Oculus (Engineer Judgement 12/04/2021)  F2 HAZARDOUS BUILDING MATERIALS: PERFORMANCE CLAUSES F3.2.1 It is expected that levels of dust arising from abrasion or impacts will comply with F2.3.1. Oculus (Engineering Judgement 12/04/2-21) 
	014: B1 STRUCTURE PERFORMANCE: CLAUSES B1.3.1, B1.3.2, B1.3.3 (a, e, f, h, j, q) B2 DURABILITY PERFORMANCE: CLAUSES B2.3.1 (b)C3 FIRE PERFORMANCE AFFECTING AREAS BEYOND THE FIRE SOURCE: CLAUSE C3.7(a) E2 EXTERNAL MOISTURE: PERFORMANCE CLAUSE: E2.3.2F2 HAZARDOUS BUILDING MATERIALS: PERFORMANCE CLAUSES F3.2.1
	017: B1 - where the proposed building’s expected wind and seismic drift do not exceed the maximum allowable values detailed in the Oculus  Engineers Judgement Report 04/02/2021B2 - In areas located in corrosivity zone E, please contact the Building Agency.C3 - Compliance is demonstrated through either all cladding materials or the entire cladding assembly (for the building height).E2 - installed as part of a drained and back ventilated rainscreen system and is therefore reliant on the inclusion of a continuous weather resistant barrier installed behind the cladding system to prevent water penetration into the structural wall.
	018: > Suitable for use on new multi-level residential and commercial exterior facades.> Where insulation is to be incorporated into the cavity (typically masonry walls).> The BREEZE Terracotta Tile System has a vertical rail as a proprietary T profile extrusion. The rail is in turn supported by angle brackets that fix back to the structural wall. The spacing of vertical rails no greater than 600mm> Its the Engineers Judgement that the BREEZE Terracotta Tiles will perform to the below wind loads:• ULS ±3.00 kPa• SLS ±2.00 kPa> Buildings <25m - As Terreal BREEZE  is defined as non-combustible (through its A1 classification to BS EN 13501-1:2007) the cladding system can be used in applications where the building considered has a height of less than 25m providing all other cladding materials (including cladding, rigid air barriers, insulation products, sheet materials or blankets and filler materials (not including gaskets, sealants etc.) can also satisfy the conditions for cladding materials relating to the risk classifications set out in table 1 of the MBIE guidance documents. > Buildings >25m - Terreal BREEZE is defined as non-combustible (through its A1 classification to BS EN 13501-1:2007) the cladding system can be used in applications where the building considered has a height over 25m, providing all other components within the wall assembly (including framing) can satisfy the conditions for entire wall cladding system set out relating to the risk classifications set out in table 1 of the MBIE guidance document. Information can be located in the Oculus Engineer Judgement refer to www.thebuildingagency.co.nz 
	029: > The handling and the installation must be carried out in accordance of the WorkSafe Guidelines www.worksafe.govt.nz > For mass timber or timber stud framing; A dead load bracket with x2 14-gauge screws (achieving a minimum embedment of 70mm into timber substrate) spaced 160mm apart vertically within the 200mm high dead load bracket. For all tile systems, wind load brackets at a vertical spacing no greater than 1000mm.> For steel stud framing; provided the steel stud framing has; a base metal thickness of at least 1.15mm, a minimum ultimate tensile strength of 500 MPa, where the dead load bracket is secured with x3 14-gauge screws spaced 80mm apart vertically (160mm between top and bottom fastener) within the 200mm high dead load bracket.> For precast concrete structures; where the dead load bracket is secured with x2 Hilti HUS-CR 6mm diameter anchors (spaced 160mm apart vertically within the 200mm high dead load bracket), achieving a minimum 55mm embedment into the concrete substrate with a minimum compressive strength of C16/20 mPa. For all tile systems wind load brackets at a vertical spacing no greater than 1000mm.> For concrete reinforced masonry structures, it is possible to adopt the maximum spacing values above for precast concrete structures where the minimum embedment depth of 55mm into the concrete core can be achieved. For other masonry substrates, or where the minimum embedment cannot be achieved, technical guidance should be sought to confirm the suitability of the dead load bracket and allowable wind load bracket spacing.> For the Breeze tile system (where vertical rails are spaced at 600mm), wind load brackets should be set out at a vertical spacing no greater than 800mm.* Note the maximum spacing values above assume fastener pull out as the mode of failure. Other failure modes have not been investigated. Note that seismic load cases have not been considered as it is assumed that wind load will govern.Refer to www.thebuildingagency.co.nz 
	019: HOW TO CLEAN DUST AND DIRT?• Cleaning with water (repeating more than once maybe necessary).• Allow to dry after each application.• If stains are persistent, try cleaning with a clean sponge and clean water before allowing to dry.• The use of a high-pressure water jet is possible but with special care is essential in the vicinity of the tile joints in to avoid damage the insulation panels. HOW TO CLEAN MOSS? (greenish, blackish type)• Clean with water (more than once may be necessary, a low pressure jet can be used)• Let dry.• Repeat this process if necessary.For more information please refer to www.terrealna.com/wp-content/uploads/TERREAL-Facade-Guide-EN-1.pdf 
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